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Mignon 

"Wine & Cheese"

Spread the cheer with wine and bites at Mignon. The wine bar is a favorite

hang out place for locals who like to finish their dinner here, sipping the

drink at leisure and pecking on the range of charcuterie and tapas bites.

The menu comprises of small morsels of cheese, meat and sandwiches

along with platters of Market Vegetables, Okame Spinach and Fresh

Market Fruit. The wine list also has a few gems. The quiet ambience offers

a splendid place for a romantic date or a post-dinner nightcap. The venue

has soft lights that create a dramatic appeal. Happy hours are from 6p to

8p from Monday to Saturday and upto midnight on Sunday.

 +1 213 489 0131  www.mignonla.com/  mignonwine@gmail.com  128 East 6th Street, Los

Angeles CA
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Covell 

"A Welcoming Neighborhood Spot"

Most memorable evenings begin with a glass of wine. Covell on

Hollywood Boulevard gets its inspiration from that very saying. This rustic

yet chic establishment is buzzing with oenophiles. Sample some of the

best vino varieties from across the world - and if you're caught in a

dilemma, Dustin Lancaster, the owner, will help you make the perfect

choice. And about those good memories, the post-its, photographs and

notes that don the walls say it all.

 +1 323 660 4400  www.barcovell.com/  info@barcovell.com  4628 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hotel Covell, Los Angeles CA
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Venice Beach Wines 

"Wine Connoisseur's Rendezvous"

Owner Oscar Hermosillo's idea of giving back to the community takes

shape as Venice Beach Wines. A juxtaposition of urban and rustic is the

underlying theme at this warm and inviting establishment; evidently

executed in the globe-spanning selection of old and new wine, the

delectable menu and the appealing interiors. Having fostered

relationships with local farmers, Chef Jill Davie plates up a sumptuous

variety of sandwiches, snacks, cheese, cured and smoked meats best

enjoyed at the cozy candle-lit patio. The ever-evolving wine list featured

has oenophiles coming back for more.

 +1 310 606 2529  www.venicebeachwines.c

om/

 norma.vbw@gmail.com  529 Rose Avenue, Venice

CA
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